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From the CEO
At CENTCOM Global, Inc. we are looking to the future and what it holds for our company. One reason
we are confident about our future, is our people. The personnel who drive CENTCOM Global are the
reason for our development and they will be the reason for our success in the future. We believe
CENTCOM Global, Inc. to be an exceptional company, a company of people proud of the work they do
and the solutions they provide. It is a company defined by the character and integrity of its people.
As we work to serve our clients, we will strive to build strong relationships and deliver innovative
security solutions to meet their needs. We at CENTCOM Global rely on our core principles to guide our
decisions and actions, ensuring our achievements are beneficial to the client and their company/agency.
I speak for all of the exceptional employees at CENTCOM Global when I say we are thoroughly
committed to providing first-rate security services and will deliver single source solutions with a strong
assurance of timely performance and high quality results. We believe our job is not only to ensure that
we continue to live up to the standards we have set, but also to advance our awareness of our clients
needs to even higher levels.
As CENTCOM’s business grows, so does our opportunity to have an even greater impact on the world
around us. While working with our domestic and international clients, all CENTCOM Global employees
and personnel are expected to operate with honor and integrity. Our core values rely on a strict
adherence to accountability, honor, and discipline, which forms the basis of our Code of Conducts and
zero tolerance policy.
Thank you for your interest in CENTCOM Global, Inc. We welcome the opportunity to speak with you
and to contribute to your security and success.
Sincerely,

Chad M. Wilmouth
Chairman & CEO
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CENTCOM Global, Inc.
CENTCOM Global, Inc. headquartered in Richmond, VA and founded in 2009, from inception has been
dedicated to providing special operations and intelligence services effectively and proficiently.
CENTCOM Global’s personnel are subject matter experts in collection and analysis of multiple source
intelligence data, unconventional operations, and personnel recovery. CENTCOM Global employs widely
respected specialist in physical security management and executive and diplomatic protection services.
Aiding in the global fight against terror is our overall goal in service to our nation and clients.
CENTCOM Global’s operational experience includes theaters in the Middle East, Europe, South East Asia,
North Africa, and Central and South America. We have grown steadily over the past years to our current
size of disciplined and professional personnel. Our approach has been to develop a sound business
course of action, use innovative technologies, and highly developed classifications that assist us in
deploying innovative and effective solutions. CENTCOM Global’s focus will remain providing the
exceptional services that our clients have become accustomed to receiving.
Company Stability
CENTCOM Global provides over 70 years of combined experience in Military Special Operations, law
enforcement, government contracting, diplomatic / close protection security services, and in the biodefense industry. We have spent the last several years building the name and reputation as one of the
World’s foremost experts in intelligence, security services, privatized law enforcement, and military
operations. We continue to attract and recruit the most highly trained U.S. military service members
and assets from around the world to reinforce our experience and capabilities.
Experienced Personnel
Most of CENTCOM Global’s personnel served in the five branches of the US Armed Forces. The Special
Operations / Intelligence Services employs only former Special Forces team members from the U.S.
NAVY SEALS, U.S. Army Special Forces, and various intelligence agencies to provide the additional
expertise in successful achievement of the most complex and challenging assignments.
Technical Training
The advanced training that CENTCOM Global affords our security professionals and operators is
designed to provide the most highly developed and technically skilled individuals possible. Our security
personnel, agents, and operators have extensive knowledge and combat experience gained from
operational and leadership roles within their years of dedicated service to the U.S. Armed Forces.
CENTCOM Global offers unparalleled services developed using the company’s detailed knowledge of
military and civilian security and protection techniques. Our agents operate in a number of areas,
providing a range of different services based upon a risk / threat and needs assessment, covering all
dimensions of available services from strategic to tactical.
Superior Standards
CENTCOM Global recognizes that success in supporting our client’s mission relies on a broad spectrum
of functional and managerial skills. We bring strong management practices, proven operational
infrastructure, and financial strength to ensure total success of our client’s mission and programs. We
are thoroughly committed to providing unparalleled security operations and deliver single source
solutions with a strong assurance of timely performance and high quality results.
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CENTCOM Global Statement of Capabilities
Mission Statement: Understand the client, anticipate the needs, define and accomplish the mission,
return with honor.
Intelligence Services
Human Intelligence -HUMINT
Signal Intelligence -SIGINT
Imaging Intelligence- IMINT
Counter Intelligence Operations
Surveillance and Counter Surveillance
Special Operation Services
Critical Mission Support
Special Operation Teams and Support Services
Personnel Recovery / Hostage Negotiations
Counter Terrorism Operational and Support
Counter Narcotics Trafficking and Eradication
Personal Security Details
Close Protection Details
Diplomatic Security Services
Residential and Estate Security
Complete Threat Analysis

Transportation Security
High Value Transportation Protection
Maritime and Antipiracy Operations
Ground Based Transportation Protection
Aviation and Airfield Security

Security and Program Management
Development of Security Program
Threat Assessments
Risk Management and Mitigation
Security Audit and Vulnerability Assessment
Crisis Management and Disaster Recovery
Active Shooter Quick Response Teams
Workplace Violence Training

Training Services
Military and Security Forces
Intelligence
Special Operations
Law Enforcement
Anti-Piracy
Counter Narcotics
Casualty Care / Combat Medic
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CENTCOM Global Statement of Capabilities
Intelligence Services and Special Operations
CENTCOM Global, Inc. Special Operations and Intelligence Services conduct
HUMINT, SIGINT, and IMINT missions by employing DoD and Intelligence
Agencies’ collection and analysis methods. Utilizing advanced Biographical
Data Collection (BDC) systems, long range and aerial surveillance, and
additional Electronic Surveillance Systems (ESS) enables our teams to
provide comprehensive actionable intelligence.
However, Human intelligence (HUMINT) is one of the most
versatile and powerful information sources available for situational
awareness and decision-making. Its low cost and ready availability
makes it the silver bullet of intelligence. This is particularly true
within urban operations and operations in complex terrain, where
that particular environment may degrade technically acquired
information. In asymmetric warfare in complex terrain, nonuniformed combatants mixing in with the general population
characterize operations today. With the potential for degraded
IMINT and SIGINT, HUMINT has gained a renewed importance and
relevance to the overall information collection effort.
CENTCOM Global’s Special Operations teams are experienced in incursion to
hostile regions to conduct surveillance and intelligence collections as well as
counter surveillance and Counter Intelligence (CI) operations. Intelligence
Preparation of the Battlespace (IPB) for threats facing our client’s operations
and interests is the fundamental basis of CENTCOM Global’s Intelligence
Service.
Special Operation Teams
Intelligence Services
Ground Combat and Support Operations
HUMINT, SIGINT, and IMINT Collection and Analysis
Counter Intelligence
Surveillance and Counter Surveillance
Special Operations Support Services
Advanced Information and Electronic Data Collection Systems
Biographical Data Collection Systems (Including Facial Recognition Software, Retinal Scans, DNA, and
Finger Print Collection Systems)
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CENTCOM Global Statement of Capabilities
Personnel Recovery
Preserving the lives of those participating in
civil, humanitarian, commercial, or other
services activity is one of the highest priorities
of any organization or entity. Personnel
recovery (PR) is the sum of efforts to prepare
for and execute the recovery and reintegration
of isolated personnel. Isolated personnel are
those personnel who are separated (as an
individual or group) or their ability to safely
return while participating in a sanctioned
activity or mission has been compromised.

Personnel may become isolated as a result of poor decisions, improper procedure, equipment
malfunction, or enemy action. These factors increase the adversary’s ability to successfully exploit
isolated personnel. An adversary may attempt to exploit the situation or the isolated person directly for
intelligence, propaganda, economic purposes, or retaliation.
Personnel Recovery missions are complex by nature. A response may be required in any land or sea
location, threat environment, and at a time and place not of the client or isolated person’s choosing.
Many operations can be successfully planned based on intelligence data; however, successful execution
of PR missions often require creativity, improvisations, and real time intelligence, even when forces are
well-trained, prepared, and pre-positioned. PR missions may involve single or multiple aircraft, ground
forces, and maritime assets.
Nonconventional asset recovery (NAR) operations recover personnel isolated in adversary-held or
hostile areas. NAR teams are deployed to recover isolated personnel in areas where conventional
recovery capability do not exist, are not feasible, or is not acceptable. NAR capabilities are especially
advantageous in areas where adversary air or ground threat prevents recovery by conventional forces.
CENTCOM Global’s 3rd Special Operation Force (SOF), Nonconventional Asset Recovery Teams (NART)
conduct the missions and are specifically trained in asset and personnel recovery operations.
Conventional methods and resources may be unsuited and ill equipped to facilitate such a request and
need. CENTCOM Global’s subject matter experts, experience, and exclusive capabilities to deliver
nonconventional asset recovery (NAR) operations will fulfill the specialized service needs of many
organizations, groups, individuals, NGO’s and corporations, and military or government entities.
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CENTCOM Global Statement of Capabilities
Technical Resources and Assets
Air support and transport services are provided by a trusted and
dedicated source with worldwide capabilities for insertions and
extractions. Our partner provides CENTCOM Global with a wide
variety of fixed wing and rotary aircraft. Transport capabilities that
include heavy lift, long flight, and commercial classification aircraft
for initial deployment and return transport. Close in transport and
support aircraft include smaller localized fixed wing and rotary
aircraft for tactical insertions. All CENTCOM Global partner firms
are vetted and experienced service providers in operational theaters of interest.
UAVs provide our teams with streaming video in real time of an
objective area. Depending on system capabilities this can range
from a few kilometers to a hundred kilometers with short to long
loiter times. This resource provides Special Operations Teams with
key information on the adversary and pinpoints the location of
areas of interest or personnel.

Satellite Imagery and Geospatial Intelligence (IMINT) supports our Special Operations, Personnel
Recovery (PR), and intelligence missions for the creation of Actionable Battlespace Intelligence (ABI).
IMINT can provide detailed characteristics of potential infrastructure / facilities, recovery sites, and
other operationally significant features. Properly cued, imagery collection assets can be used to detect,
locate, and analyze possible evasion routes, hide sites, adversary threats, and infil / exfil locations.
CENTCOM Global’s partner in satellite imagery has provided such functions and capabilities for the U. S.
Government.
Indigenous Assets are utilized to provide additional support such as ground transportation, intelligence,
food, shelter, medical assistance, clothing and communication for the Special Operations Teams and
personnel.
Safe Houses are locations utilized, owned, or leased by
CENTCOM Global for personnel involved in routine or
emergency operations. Safe house location are strategically
placed in regions and specific countries to support missions
critical infrastructure, supply and communication depots, and
rally points. Dependent upon a client’s needs and requirements,
CENTCOM Global can acquire additional safe house locations in
Areas of Operation (AO) when provided with advance notice of
current or projected activity in a particular AO.
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CENTCOM Global Statement of Capabilities
Personal Protection Detail
CENTCOM Global delivers superior personal, executive, and diplomatic security services developed using
the company’s detailed knowledge of military and civilian Personal Protection Specialist techniques.
Our services are tailored to suit the principal’s specific needs. This is
why we select only the agents specifically trained and equipped to
deal with the operation at hand. CENTCOM Global will manage every
aspect of the operation to ensure the highest standards of quality
and protection. Our primary concern is to ensure the principal is
afforded the opportunity to continue their obligations in relative
safety under the umbrella of CENTCOM Global protective services.
CENTCOM Global, Inc. provides advanced personal protection and
security in any environment. Our agents operate in a number of
areas, providing a range of different services based upon risk/threat
assessment, covering all dimensions of available services from
strategic to tactical. A risk/threat assessment of the Principal is compiled from multiple threat scenarios
to enable a full spectrum of protection.
In a global setting, political corruption, civil unrest, and illicit organization have created a dangerous
environment for many individuals and organizations around the world. With the increase in kidnappings,
extortion and organized criminal activity, it is imperative for individuals and corporations to make
effective security solutions a priority. CENTCOM Global works with our clients to develop a specific
threat assessment / risk management survey, and clearly identify known and possible threats.
Diplomatic Security Services
Surveillance and Counter Surveillance
Residential and Estate Security
Executives, Government Officials, Dignitaries and Private Personal Protection
Complete Threat Analysis/Assessment of Security Risk and Requirements
Protection Services for Travel
Biographical Data and Risk Assessment
Crisis Management Plan
Advance Coordination
Route Surveys
International Travel Plan
Car Services Evaluation
Private and Corporate Aircraft and Airport Surveys
Hotel, Edifice and Restaurant Surveys
Maritime Surveys
Unwelcome Visitors
Public Appearances
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CENTCOM Global Statement of Capabilities
High Value Transportation Protection
Anti-Piracy and Maritime Protection
CENTCOM Global Transportations Security Services provide armed
protection utilizing lethal and less than lethal force to mitigate risk
and thwart assaults on all types of watercraft. Out teams provides
protection for cargo ships, stored cargo-awaiting shipment or
received from shipment, tankers, cruise liner and personal yachts
from hostile vessels. We offer protection for long voyage or short
transits.
Guarding against unauthorized boarding at-port or in-port
Deter or eliminate immediate threats
Provide an optimal secure environment for the Captain and crew of the vessel to safely deliver
the cargo or passengers

Ground Transportation and Convoy Security
CENTCOM Global utilizes traditional and non-traditional security
methods in transporting or securing valuables and assets in
transit. The traditional methods are those developed and
deployed by most conventional forces and security teams today.
These methods are time tested and CENTCOM Global’s teams of
security professionals’ expertise accentuate proven systems and
the efficiency of the traditional methods in counter-surveillance
and threat neutralizing techniques.
For non-traditional methods, a variety of less-than-apparent and discreet methods are available for
clients and operations that may require a lower profile approach to protection of valuables and assets.
CENTCOM Global subject matter expertise in HVT protection and security is second to none. Our teams
have decades of experience in moving personnel, assets and valuables safely and effectively around the
world.

Aviation and Airfield Security
Aircraft, hangars, and airfields are patrolled and secured by professionally trained and equipped security
personnel. The personnel patrol the complex utilizing multiple methods including cost saving advanced
technical equipment, as well as, static post at the entrance to the airfield, hangars or other facilities.
Security of the airfield, hangars, aircraft and facilities
Protect against unauthorized entry to the site
Deter theft, damage, sabotage and vandalism
K-9 detection handler teams
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CENTCOM Global Statement of Capabilities
Security and Program Management
Fully accredited law enforcement personnel complete our client’s security assessments. Our law
enforcement teams are recruited from the Federal Bureau of Investigations, state and local law
enforcement departments and represent the nation’s most respected agencies.
The focus of our security and program management is to
provide our client with uninterrupted operation of their
business from internal conflicts and external threats, as well as,
an in-depth analysis of their security and emergency
procedures and operations. Risk management is complex and
multifaceted, but necessary to any business in today’s market.
Workplace violence, asset protection and the threat of
financial loss due to global threats can cost emerging business
immensely, and damage the corporate image and revenue of
established companies.
Not all threats to corporations are solely driven by financial gain. The psychological effects of
terminations, lay-offs, and downsizing may affect a former employee or family member and the
potential threats posed to the corporation are ones that should never be overlooked. Additionally,
extremists and fringe groups pose an equally unpredictable and dangerous environment for business in
the global market place. CENTCOM Global’s Security Project Management Team can provide a complete
global prospective analysis of the corporation’s assets, personnel, vulnerability and address threats to
meet compliance requirements and mitigation procedures.
Security Survey
Development of Security Program
Threat Assessments
Risk Management and Mitigation Services
Security Audit and Vulnerability Assessment
Crisis Management and Disaster Recovery
Active Shooter Training and Quick Response Teams
Workplace Violence Training and Response Teams
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CENTCOM Global Statement of Capabilities
Training
Law Enforcement Training
CENTCOM Global’s law enforcement services and training are provided by fully accredited and certified
U.S. law enforcement professionals from Federal Agencies and Police Departments across the country.
Introduction to Law Enforcement
Laws and Procedures
Communication Skills
Evidence Collection / Chain of
Custody
Use of Force / Defensive Tactics
Arrest Procedures
Firearms
Physical and Psychological
Readiness

Crisis / Hostage Negotiations
Crisis Management
Patrol Procedures
Criminal Investigations
Courtroom Testimony
Emergency Vehicle Operation
First Responder Emergency Care
Special Response Teams

CENTCOM Global
Military and Special Operations Training Programs

Operations Familiarization
Military Operations
Special Operations and Support
Critical Operations
Special / Strategic Debriefing
Debriefing
Tactical Debriefing
Tactical Questioning
Tactical Site Exploitation
HUMINT
Battlefield HUMINT Collection
HUMINT Tactical Operations
HUMINT Questioning and Screening
Interrogation
Analytical Interrogation
Joint Interrogation
Psychological Profiling
Mediations and Negotiations
Asset Validation
Counterintelligence Responsiveness
Advanced National Security Training
Personal Emergency Medical Care

Triage Course
Tactical / Advanced Tactical Medic Courses
Surveillance Detection
Surveillance/Counter-Surveillance
Force Training
Tactical Air Incursions (FAST Rope)
Advanced Close Quarter Battle
Search and Rescue / Combat Search and Rescue
Escort / Convoy Protection
Maritime Law
Ship Interdiction
Counter Narcotics Operation
Rules of Engagement
Emergency First Response
Asset / Personnel Recovery
Threat / Risk Assessment
Tactical Driving
Crisis Management Planning
Maritime, Aviation and Ground Based
Transportation Security
Personal Security Details
Counter IED
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